
  

 



 
  

  

  

  

   

  

  
  
Hunt ID:HI-WDeerADeerGoatSheepHogTurkey-AllKula-
HS-Pat  

Hunt the Hawaiian Islands enjoy the weather with a rifle instead of a inner tube, let the wife 

enjoy the beach one day while you enjoy the hunt of a hunt you will never see anywhere else.  

  



Hunt for Mouflon Sheep, Maui Axis Deer, Lanai Axis Deer, Vancouver Bull, Game Bird 

Hunting, Rio Grande turkey, Polynesian Boar, Black Hawaiian Sheep, Spanish and "Hawaiian 

Ibex" Goats, Columbia Whitetail Deer.  

   

  

Mouflon Sheep  

Price Per Person: $2750.00  
Trophy Fee: $500 Rams with 27" and over horns.  

  

Free range Mouflon sheep hunting is available on two of Hawaii Safaris private ranches. 

Otherwise known as European Big Horn sheep they exist in pockets of rugged terrain and 

are a prized trophy. They have excellent eyesight and were introduced to Hawaii in mid 

1950. Hunts are conducted as a two day 1x1 guided hunt which includes on island 

transportation, trophy preparation, meat handling and snacks/refreshments.   

  

  

Vancouver Bull  

Kona, Island of Hawai'i  

  

Price Per Person: $1950.00  

Season Opens: Year Round  
  

Vancouver Bulls arrived to Hawaii in 1778 as a gift to king Kamehameha from captain 

George Vancouver. A kapu (restriction) was put on hunting Vancouver bulls for nearly forty 

years and by the 1820's the population of wild cattle thrived. Hunting wild cattle became an 

important source of beef for whaling ships arriving to Hawaii that later sparked Hawaii's 

historic ranching industry. Many of Hawaii's old time paniolo (cowboys) tell hairy tales of 

close encounters with mad bulls. Vancouver bull hunting is not for the faint of heart as a 

startled or wounded 1,000 pound bull is dangerous. Hawaii safaris offers free range bull 

hunting on Fourteen thousand acre McCandless ranch which is home to an estimated three 

hundred free range wild cattle that are descendants of Hawaii's original Vancouver bull.  A 

trophy fee of $550 applies to bulls with a combined horn length of thirty inches.  

   

    

Game Bird Hunting  

  

  



Price Per Person: $400.00  

Season Opens: October  

Season Ends: February 15  
  

[  

We offer some of the most unique, mixed bag, wild bird hunting found in the world.  German 

short-haired escort you through our prime cover to pursue 9 species of upland game birds.  

Species include: 3 pheasant , 3 francolin, 2 quail, and chukar.  Sand Grouse , Lace-neck  

and Barred Dove pass shooting is available from ground blinds.  Half Day guided hunts with 

gun & ammo, $400.00/hunter.  Full Day guided hunts with gun & ammo. $700.00/hunter  

  
    

Lanai Axis Deer  

Lanai Hawaii  

  

Price Per Person: $2750.00  
Trophy Fee: $500 Bucks with 27" and over antlers and rams with 27" and over horns.  

$2750.00  

  
  

  

Axis Deer were introduced to Hawaii in 1867 as a gift to King Kamehameha.  They produce 

beautiful Trophy mounts and are great table fare.  Trophy axis bucks in Hawaii Safaris 

private ranches average 30 - 33 inch long antlers and will reach up to 38" main beams.  Our 

axis  hunting areas support excellent quality trophy deer in Hawaii's prime habitat and 

hunters can expect to see over 200 deer per day in our limited harvest areas. Hunters are 

amazed at the keen senses of free range axis deer and mature bucks are sought after 

trophies. All trophy axis deer hunts are guided 1 x 1 as a two day hunt package and 

includes on island transportation,  meat care and trophy preparation and lunch  / 

refreshments. We have maintained a 98% harvest and 100% opportunity on trophy axis 

deer hunts over the past 15 years. A trophy fee of $500 applies for bucks harvested with 

over 27" main beams.    

  

  
  

  

Maui Axis Deer  



  

  

Price Per Person: $1950.00 
 
   

 
Trophy Fee: $500       

$975 – Deposit   [$1950.00  

  

  

  

  
  

  

Axis Deer were introduced to Hawaii in 1867 as a gift to King Kamehameha.  They produce 

beautiful Trophy mounts and are great table fare.  Trophy axis bucks average 30 - 33 inch 

long antlers and will reach up to 38" main beams.  Our axis  hunting areas support excellent 

quality trophy deer in Hawaii's prime habitat and hunters can expect to see over 20 axis 

deer a day on our Maui hunts. All trophy axis deer hunts are guided 1 x 1 as a two day hunt 

package which includes guiding trophy preparation and meat handling. We have maintained 

a 98% harvest and 100% opportunity on trophy axis deer hunts over the past 15 years. A 

trophy fee of $500 applies for bucks harvested with over 27" main beams.    

   

  

  
  

  

Spanish and "Hawaiian Ibex" Goats  

Kona, Hawaii  

  

Price Per Person: $900.00  

Season Opens: Year round  
  

  

$900.00  $450 - 

Deposit 

 

     

    

  



Spanish goats were Originally brought to Hawaii in the 1700's by Capt. Vancouver and 

large, free range herds exist in Hawaii's more rugged terrain. Being a "fugitive species", the 

majority of Hawaii's goats exist in the vicinity of steep cliffs and lava fields. We boast some 

of Hawaii's largest trophy goat herds, with recent aerial surveys putting our goat population 

at over 2,500 animals. It is not uncommon to see 200 - 300 spanish goats per day on 

Hawaii Safaris hunting areas. We have two distinct genetic horn types, flared spanish style 

and unique arching, appropriately  named the "Hawaiian ibex". Trophy billies have keen 

eyesight and panned, careful stalks are necessary to bag your Hawaiian billy.   

   

  

  
  

  

   

Rio Grande turkey  

Big Island of Hawaii  

  

Price Per Person: $650.00  

Season Opens: November 1 - March 31 

Season Ends: Feb./ April-Oct.  
Allowed Weapons: Shotgun, Muzzleloader, Archery  

  

$650.00  $325 - Deposit  

      
    

  

Full day hunt price for two hunters is $600.00 each.  

Most Spring gobbler hunts are conducted as a 2 1/2 day two tom limit for $1,250.00 per 

hunter.   

  
    

Black Hawaiian Sheep  

Kona, Hawaii  

    



Price Per Person: $1250.00   

Season Opens: Year Round   
     

    

$ 625 Deposit $1250.00    

    

 
  

  

Black Hawaiian Sheep were first introduced to Hawai'i by Capt. Vancouver in the late  

1700's. Sheep hunting in Hawaii is a unique experience and large populations exist in 

Hawaii safaris picturesque upper elevation dry land forest and meadows.  Mouflon Sheep in 

Hawaii are generally hunted in steeper open upland terrain and have excellent eye sight.   

Trophy Black Hawaiian and Mouflon rams sport horns in the 30"+ range. A trophy fee of  

$250 applies to rams with 30"+ horns. Mouflon sheep hunts are conducted on two of 

Hawaii's islands as a two day package. Please inquire about our mouflon sheep package 

and pricing for further details.  

  

  

  
  

  

    

  

Polynesian Boar  

Kona, Hawaii  

  

Price Per Person: $800.00  

Season Opens: Year Round  
    

  

$400 Deposit  $800.00  

  
  

  

Polynesian Boar arrived in Hawaii over 2,000 years ago with the first migrations of 

Polynesians to our islands. Hawaii's boar are  nocturnal by nature and our spot and stalk 

hunts are conducted in the late evening and early morning. Pig hunting in Hawaii is a large 

part of our culture and popular table fare. Boar meat in Hawaii is normally prepared as 

smoked meat, while sow and first year boar meat is excellent to roast or prepare in an imu 



(ground pit). The majority of our trophy boar sport tusks in the 2-3.5 inch tusks but can 

range up to 5 inches.  The Boar we hunt on our properties in Hawaii are typically in the 100 

- 200 pound range. We also offer management meat hunts for $575.  

   

  

  
  

Columbia Whitetail Deer  

Oregon  

  

Price Per Person: $5500.00  
  

  

$5500.00  $2750 - Deposit  

      
    

  

  

  
  

Aloha  

  

  

  

  

  

Thank you for your interest are have been Hawaii’s most diverse full service hunting 

outfitter; specializing in quality free range trophy hunts throughout the Islands of Hawai’i.  We 

offer excellent hunting for all five of Hawaii’s big game species and eight of Hawaii’s exotic, 
wild game birds including Hawaii’s popular Spring Rio Grande turkey hunting.  

We have recently expanded our operations to include Fall big game hunts for trophy 

Columbia Whitetail deer, Black Tail deer and Roosevelt elk on over 7,000 acres of private 
ranches in Oregon.  

Our Hawaii hunting ranches encompass over 123,000 acres on the islands of Maui,  

Molokai, Lanai and the Big Island of Hawaii. Excellent trophy axis deer, mouflon and “Black 

Hawaiian” sheep, Spanish and “Hawaiian Ibex” goats, Polynesian boar and Vancouver bulls 

abound on in our exclusive hunting areas.  

Throughout the years we’ve enjoyed sharing the unique hunting Hawaii has to offer with 

clients from around the world.  We have had the pleasure of hosting Hawaii hunts with hunting 



authorities and celebrities such as Larry Csonka, Jim Zumbo, Charles Schwabb, Tony Knight, 

Tony Makris, Tom Miranda, Dave Stockton and Hale Irwin.   

Hunting in Hawaii is the perfect vacation and some of our prime areas are a short drive 

from five star hotels, beaches, shopping and dining. We encourage family hunts, although your 

significant other won’t complain about basking in the sun while you hunt in Hawaii. We have 

maintained a 100% opportunity and 97 % success rate on our free range trophy hunting in Hawaii 

and Oregon.   

  We are committed to providing a quality hunting experience and our guides are geared 

to assist in the harvest of your Hawaiian trophy. Our large, private ranches continually produce 

exceptional quality game. Our guides are professional and born and raised  hunting in Hawaii 

with excellent local  knowledge. We hope to share our incredible Hawaii and Oregon hunting 

opportunities with you in the near future.  

    

Mahalo and good hunting!      

  

 

Mike Lollar - Owner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford 

it, hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter 
filling his bucket list!  

 

 

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

